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COMMON SYMBOLS/

Shown below are the most common symbols that are used with geometric tolerancing and other related
dimensional requirements on engineering drawings. Note the comparison with the ISO standards. Most of the
symbology is identical. There are a few symbols that are used in the ASME Y 14.5, 1994 standard that are being
proposed for the ISO standards. The symbols marked with an “x” are new or revised from the previous Y14.5M,
1982 standard.
/
ISO ASME Y 14.5, 1994

ISO “x” Y14.5M, 1982
 SYMBOL ASME Y14.5M ISO
 FEATURE CONTROL FRAME

DIAMETER/
SPHERICAL DIAMETER/

 AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION

 AT LEAST MATERIAL CONDITION

 REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE NONE/ NONE/

 PROJECTED TOLERANCE ZONE

X FREE STATE/

X TANGENT PLANE
 (Proposed)

X STATISTICAL TOLERANCE NONE/

X RADIUS/ R R

X CONTROLLED RADIUS / CR NONE/

SPHERICAL RADIUS/ SR SR

BASIC DIMENSION/
(theoretically exact dimension in ISO)

ISO
X DATUM FEATURE

* *

 DATUM TARGET

TARGET POINT/

 DIMENSION ORIGIN

REFERENCE DIMENDION/

(Auxiliary dimension in ISO) /ISO

( 50 ) ( 50 )
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NUMBER OF PLACES / 8x 8x

 COUNTERBORE/SPOTFACE
/

COUNTERSINK/

DEPTH/DEEP/

SQUARE/

ALL AROUND/ NONE

 DIMENSION NOT TO SCALE

ARC LENGTH/

X BETWEEN/ NONE

 SLOPE/

CONICAL TAPER/

 ENVELOPE PRINCIPLE NONE(implied)/

                                      Note:  *  May  be  filled  or  not  filled/ *

RADIUS, CONTROLLED RADIUS/

There are two types of radii tolerance that can be applied, the radius and controlled radius. The radius (R)
tolerance is for general applications. The controlled radius (CR) is used when it is necessary to place further
restrictions on the shape of the radius, as in high stress applications.
/ R (CR)

Note: This is a change from the previous editions of the Y14.5 standard. The definition of the tolerance zone for
the former term tangent radius, previously noted by the symbol R, is now meant to apply to a controlled radius
(symbol CR).
/ Y14.5 R

CR
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STATISTICAL TOLERANCING SYMBOL/

Often, tolerances are calculated on an arithmetic basis. Tolerances are assigned to individual features on a
component by dividing the total assembly tolerance by the number of components and assigning a portion of this
tolerance to each component. When tolerances are stacked up in this manner, the tolerance may become very
restrictive or tight.
/

Statistical tolerancing is the assignment of tolerances to related components of an assembly on the basis of sound
statistics.  An  example  is:  the  assembly  tolerance  is  equal  to  the  square  root  of  the  sum  of  the  squares  of  the
individual tolerances.
/

Statistical tolerancing may be applied to features to increase tolerances and reduce manufacturing cost. To ensure
compatibility, the larger tolerance identified by the statistical tolerance symbol may only be used where
appropriate  statistical  process  control  will  be  used.  A note  such  as  the  one  shown below shall  be  placed  on  the
drawing.
/
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Note:/

FEATURES IDENTIFIED AS STATISTICALLY TOLERANCED  SHALL BE PRODUCED WITH

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROLS, OR TO THE MORE RESTRICTIVE ARITHMETIC LIMITS.

/

In some cases, it may be desirable to state only the statistical tolerance and the arithmetic number will not be
shown. In this case, a note such as the following must be placed on the drawing.
/

FEATURES IDENTIFIED AS STATISTICALLY TOLERANCED  SHALL BE PRODUCED WITH

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROLS.

/

For additional information on statistical tolerancing, see appropriate statistics or engineering design manuals.
/

NONRIGID PARTS-FREE STATE CONDITION/  -

Unless otherwise specified, all dimensioning and tolerancing applies in a Free State condition with no restraint.
Some  parts,  such  as  sheet  metal,  thin  metal,  plastics  and  rubber  are  no  rigid  in  nature.  It  may  be  necessary  to
specify design requirements on the part in a natural or Free State as well as in a restrained condition. The restraint
or force on the nonrigid parts is usually applied in such a manner to resemble or approximate the functional or
mating requirements.
/
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A note or specification on the drawing should explain how the part is restrained and the force required to facilitate
the restraint. A sample note can be found on the drawing below.
/

If any of the part specifications are to be verified in a free state, the designer may specify this requirement with the
words FREE STATE or the free state symbol. The free state symbol is a F in a circle. The free state symbol means
that dimensions and tolerances that have the free state symbol applied are checked in the free state and not in the
restrained condition.
/

F

The free state symbol is applied by placing it next to or associating it with the required dimensions and tolerances.
If it is applied in a feature control frame, it always follows the feature tolerance and any modifiers.

/ 4  M5 A
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FEATURE CONTROL FRAME /

A feature control frame states the requirements or instructions for the features to which it is attached.
/

SYMBOLS THAT CAN BE FOUND IN A FEATURE CONTROL FRAME/

All of the symbols below can be found inside a feature control frame. The symbols for projected tolerance zone,
free state, tangent plane and statistical tolerance always follow the material condition modifier  The minimum
height of the projected tolerance zone can be specified in the feature control frame or in the view on the drawing
in which it applies. If it is applied in the feature control frame, it follows the projected tolerance zone symbol.
/

TERM/ SYMBOL/
FEATURE CONTROL FRAME/

DIAMETER/
SPHERICAL DIA/
MAXIMUM MATERIAL COND/

LEAST MATERIAL COND/

PROJECTED TOL ZONE/
FREE STATE/
TANGENT PLANE/
STATISTICAL TOLERANCE/
REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE*/ *

*The RFS symbol has been eliminated from the ASME Y 14.5M, 1994 standard. It is applicable in earlier versions.
/*RFS ASME Y 14.5M, 1994
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DATUM FEATURE SYMBOL/

Y 14.5M, 1982 AND EARLIER             Y14.5M, 1994 AND ISO
/Y 14.5M, 1982                   /  Y14.5M,  1994 ISO

MATERIAL CONDITION MODIFIERS – DEFINITIONS/ -

In geometric tolerancing there is often a need to refer to a particular feature of size at its largest size, smallest size
or regardless of feature size. The terms maximum material condition (MMC), least material condition (LMC) and
regardless of feature size (RFS) allow us to do this.
/

(MMC), (LMC) RFS

These terms can only be used when referring to features of size such as holes, slots, tabs, pins, etc. these terms
have no meaning when applied to non-features of size such as plane surfaces. The application or implication of
these material condition modifiers inside the feature control frame can have a substantial effect on the tolerance.
See discussion on maximum material condition later in text.
/

MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION-ABBREVIATION (MMC) SYMBOL

/ - MMC

The condition where the feature contains the maximum material within the stated limits of size – for example, the
largest pin or smallest hole.
/  –

LEAST MATERIAL CONDITION-ABBREVIATION (LMC) SYMBOL

/  – LMC

The condition where the feature contains the least material within the stated limits of size-for example, the largest
hole or smallest pin.
/  –
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REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE-ABBREVIATION (RFS)/  – RFS

The term used to indicate that a geometric tolerance applies at any increment of size of the feature within its size
limits. /
In the current ASME Y 14.5M, 1994 standard there is no symbol for RFS. (Unless otherwise specified all

geometric tolerances are implied RFS. See rule 2.) In previous editions of the Y14.5 standard the  symbol

was used for RFS.
/ ASME Y 14.5M, 1994 RFS RFS

2 Y14.5 RFS

MMC & LMC DEFINITION/MMC&LMC

MMC SIZE LMC SIZE

EFFECT OF MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION/

A geometric tolerance (size features only) may be applied on an MMC basis by placing the circle M symbol in the
feature control frame following the feature tolerance. This will have a substantial effect on the allowable position
tolerance. The allowable position tolerance is dependent on the actual mating size of the considered feature.
/ M MMC

The allowable geometric tolerance for the feature applies when the feature is produced at its maximum material
condition (smallest hole or largest pin). If the considered feature’s size departs from its maximum material
condition, an increase in the allowable geometric tolerance is permitted equal to the amount of the feature’s
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departure from MMC.
/

Consider the part shown below. The circle M modifier in the feature control frame states that the features must be
positioned within a .005 diameter tolerance zone when the features are at their maximum material condition. The
maximum material condition (MMC) for the holes is .260 dia. If the features depart from the .260 dia. size, they
can have additional position tolerance equal to the amount of their departure from MMC.
/ M 0.005

0.260 0.260
MMC

MMC CONCEPT/

DIAMETER FEATURE SIZE
/

DIAMETER TOL ZONE ALLOWED
/

0.260 0.005
0.261 0.006
0.262 0.007
0.263 0.008

0.264 0.009
0.265 0.010
0.266 0.011
0.267 0.012
0.268 0.013
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EFFECT OF LEAST MATERIAL CONDITION/

A geometric tolerance (size features only) may be applied on an LMC basis by placing the circle L symbol in the
feature control frame following the feature tolerance. This will have a substantial effect on the allowable position
tolerance. The allowable position tolerance is dependent on the actual mating size of the considered feature.
/ L
LMC

The allowable geometric tolerance for the feature applies when the feature is produced at its least material
condition (smallest pin or largest hole). If the considered feature’s size departs from its least material condition, an
increase in the allowable geometric tolerance is permitted equal to the amount of the feature’s departure from
LMC.
/

Consider the part below. The circle L modifier in the feature control frame states that the features must be
positioned within a .005 diameter tolerance zone when the features are at their least material condition. The least
material condition for the holes is .268 diameter. If the features depart from the .268 dia. size, they can have
additional position tolerance equal to the amount of departure from LMC.
/ L 0.005

0.268 0.268
LMC

LMC CONCEPT/
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DIAMETER FEATURE SIZE
/

DIAMETER TOL ZONE ALLOWED
/

0.268 0.005
0.267 0.006
0.266 0.007
0.265 0.008
0.264 0.009
0.263 0.010
0.262 0.011
0.261 0.012
0.260 0.013

EFFECT OF REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE – RFS/

Geometric tolerances (size features only) are implied on an RFS basis by implication. The modifier rule #2 states
that unless otherwise specified, all geometric tolerances are by default implied to apply at RFS. Since all
geometric tolerances apply at RFS, there is no need for an RFS symbol, and it has been eliminated in the ASME
Y14.5M-1994 standard In past editions of the Y14.5 standard, the RFS symbol,  which is an S in a circle,  was
specified for position tolerances. See modifier rules for more information.
/ RFS 2

RFS. RFS, RFS ASME Y14.5M-1994
Y14.5 , RFS S

If a geometric tolerance is by implication applied RFS, the specified allowable geometric tolerance is independent
of the actual size of the considered feature. The allowable geometric tolerance is limited to the specified value
regardless of the actual size of the feature.
/ RFS,

Consider the part below. Since no modifier is specified in the feature control frame following the feature tolerance,
this tolerance is implied to apply RFS. The features must be positioned within a .005 dia tolerance regardless of
their feature size. This means that regardless of the size of the features being positioned, they have a .005 dia
position tolerance and no more. If the holes get large or small, the position tolerance remains .005 dia. The RFS
condition is more restrictive than the MMC or LMC concept.
/ RFS .

0.005 0.005
0.005 RFS MMC

LMC
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RFS CONCEPT /

MODIFIER RULES – CURRENT AND FORMER PRACTICES/  –

Current ASME Y14.5M, 1994 and ISO – rule #2(old rule #3eliminated)
/ ASME Y14.5M, 1994 ISO – 2 3

RFS applies for all geometric tolerances with respect to the individual tolerance, datum reference, or both, where
no modifying symbol is specified. MMC and LMC must be specified where required.
/ RFS
MMC LMC

Former practice – ANSI Y 14.5M, 1982/  - ANSI Y 14.5M, 1982
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Rule #2 – MMC, LMC and RFS must be specified for individual tolerances and datum references for all position
tolerances.
/ 2 – MMC, LMC RFS

Rule#3- RFS applies for individual tolerances and datums on all other geometric tolerances. MMC and LMC must
be specified where it is required.
/ 3 – RFS . MMC LMC

Former practice – ANSI Y 14.5M, 1973 /

Rule  #2  –  MMC  applies  for  individual  tolerances  and  datum  references  for  position.  RFS  and  LMC  must  be
specified where it is required.
/ 2 –MMC  RFS LMC

Rule #3 – RFS applies for individual tolerances and datums on all other geometric tolerances. MMC and LMC
must be specified where it is required.
/ 3 –RFS . MMC LMC

RULES FOR SCREW THREADS, GEARS AND SPLINES /

Each tolerance of orientation, position or datum reference for a screw thread applies to the axis of the thread
derived from the pitch cylinder. Where an exception to this practice is necessary, the specific feature of the screw
thread (such as MAJOR DIA or MINOR DIA) shall be stated under the feature control frame or adjacent to the
datum feature symbol, as applicable.
/

SCREW THREADS/
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Unless otherwise specified, on screw threads, all geometric tolerances and datum references apply to the pitch
diameter.
/

GEARS AND SPLINES /

Each tolerance of orientation, position or datum reference specified for features other than screw threads, such as
gears and splines, must designate the specific feature of the gear or spline to which each applies (such as MAJOR
DIA, PITCH DIA, PD, or MINOR DIA)  This information is stated under the feature control frame or under the
datum feature symbol, as applicable.
/

PD,

All geometric tolerances and datum references specified for gears and splines must designate the specific feature
to which it applies.
/

TYLOR PRINCIPLE – (RULE #1, ENVELOPE PRINCIPLE)/  - 1

The Taylor principle is a very important concept that defines the size and form limits for an individual feature of
size. The Taylor principle is widely accepted by the United States and the international standards organization
(ISO). The ISO standards also allow the principle of independency which does not include form within the size
limits. Depending on the particular standards invoked, either case may apply. In some cases, the circle E is used to
designate features that must conform to the Taylor principle. See ISO standards ISO 8015 and ISO 1938 for
additional information.
/

ISO ISO
E ISO ISO
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8015 ISO 1938

LIMITS OF SIZE /

Unless otherwise specified, the limits of size of a feature prescribe the extent within which variations of geometric
form, as well as size, are allowed. This control applies solely to individual features of size.
/

INDIVIDUAL FEATURE OF SIZE – TAYLOR PRINCIPLE (RULE #1)
/  – 1

Where only a tolerance of size is specified, the limits of size of an individual feature prescribe the extent to which
variations in its geometric form, as well as its size, are allowed.
/

THIS ON THE DRAWING/

MEANS THIS /

a. The surface or surfaces of a feature shall not extend beyond a boundary (envelope) of perfect form at MMC.
This boundary is the true geometric form represented by the drawing. No variation in form is permitted if the
feature is produced at its MMC limit of size.
/

b. Where the actual local size of a feature has departed from MMC toward LMC, a variation in form is allowed

- .498/.502

- .502
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equal to the amount of such departure.
/ MMC LMC

c. There is no requirement for a boundary of perfect form at LMC. Thus, a feature produced at its LMC limit of
size is permitted to vary from true form to the maximum variation allowed by the boundary of perfect form at
MMC.
/

VIRTUAL CONDITION /

Depending upon its function, a feature may be controlled by tolerances such as size, form, orientation and location.
Consideration must be given to the collective effects of these factors in determining the clearances between
mating parts and in establishing gage feature sizes. The collective effect of these factors is termed virtual
condition.
/

Virtual condition is a constant boundary generated by the collective effects of a size feature’s specified MMC or
LMC material condition and the geometric tolerance for that material condition.
/  MMC LMC

The pin in the illustration below has two virtual sizes. The .257 diameter virtual size is a result of the
perpendicularity tolerance relative to datum A. the .262 diameter virtual size is a result of the position tolerance
relative to datums A, B and C. the virtual sizes on this part could also be called outer boundary. It can also be
viewed as a 3D solid.
/ 0.257 A 0.262

A,B,C 3D
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GEOMETRIC TOLERANCING APPLIED TO AN ANGLE BLOCK/

Geometric tolerancing is a very clear and concise three dimensional mathematical language for communicating
product definition. A fully geometrically toleranced product drawing is shown in the top view. In the bottom view,
the produced part is shown in the datum reference frame established by datum features A, B and C. the surfaces
must lie within the specified tolerance zones.
/

A,B,C

THIS ON THE DRAWING/

.252

.248 .252

A
.257

A,B  C
.262
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MEANS THIS ON PRODUCED PART/

THE DATUM REFERENCE FRAME (DRF)/ DRF

The datum reference frame is the ‘frame of reference ‘to which all the requirements are attached. In geometric
tolerancing we can relate engineering, manufacturing and inspection together by using this datum reference frame.
The three planes are called the primary plane, the secondary plane and the tertiary plane. The datum reference
frame is made up of a series of individual components. The individual components are planes, axis, and points.
/

.005
.010

A B .020

0.005

.005
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Datums and the datum reference frame indicate the origin of a dimensional relationship to a toleranced feature or
features of a part. When a feature serves as a datum feature, its true geometric counterpart actually establishes the
datum. Since measurements cannot be made from a true geometric counterpart, which is theoretical, simulated
datums are assumed to exist and be simulated with our manufacturing, processing and inspection equipment such
as the bed on a machine, a collet or chuck, gage pin, a surface plate, angle plate etc. measurements then originate
from the simulated planes or axis that the manufacturing or inspection equipment simulates and not the features
themselves.
/

Datum plane A is established by the datum features surface contacting on the high points of a simulated perfect
plane  Measurements originate from the plane and not the part.
/ A

SPECIFIED DATUMS CLEARLY DEFINE DESIGN INTENT/

The part below has four holes located in relation to the datums. The requirements for the holes are shown in the
feature control frame along with the specified datums. The datums identify how the part is located in the datum
reference frame.
/

)
A

( )
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The order of the datums in the feature control frame specifies the order in which to load the imperfect part in the
perfect datum reference frame. We then measure from the DRF and not the part.
/ DRF

MEANS THIS /

If the order of the datums in the feature control frame is changed, it will change the order in which the part is
loaded in the feature control frame.
/
MEANS THIS /

3

2

1
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DATUM REFERENCE FRAME /

In geometric tolerancing we can relate engineering, manufacturing and quality together by placing parts in a
datum reference frame. Each unsupported object or part has six degrees of freedom. The part must be fixed in
relation to this datum framework in order to stop this freedom. The part is related to the primary datum plane by
contacting 3 points. It is related to the secondary datum by contacting a minimum of two points. It is then related
to the tertiary datum by contacting a minimum of one point.
/

PLACEMENT OF DATUM FEATURE SYMBOL IS VERY IMPORTANT
/
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DATUM FEATURES WITHOUT SIZE/

If the datum feature is a plane surface, the datum feature symbol is attached to the surface or an extension line of
the surface as shown below. This will establish a datum plane.
/

TRUE GEOMETRIC COUNTERPART OF DATUM FEATURES WITHOUT SIZE
/

”H”

”M”

”N”

”K”

”L”
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DATUM FEATURES WITH SIZE /

If the datum feature is a feature of size, the datum feature symbol is attached to or associated with the size
dimension. By attaching or associating the datum feature symbol with a particular size dimension, it defines a
specific point, axis or median plane that is derived from that feature as the datum.
/

TRUE GEOMETRIC COUNTERPART OF DATUM FEATURES WITH SIZE
/

”E”

”B”

”A”
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PARTIAL DATUM FEATURES/

In some cases only a particular area of a feature will serve as a datum feature. This may be specified by the use of
a thick chain line drawn parallel to the surface profile and dimensioned as to the required length and width. If the
area needs clarification, it may by cross hatched. Partial datum may also be specified by means of a note or datum
target. See examples below.
/

Where a datum is established by two datum features (two slots, two diameters etc.), both datum reference letters
are entered in a single datum compartment in the feature control frame and separated by a dash.
/
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ESTABLISHING A DRF AND QUALIFYING DATUM FEATURES – PLANE SURFACES
/ DRF -

DRF

DRF
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DATUM TARGETS/

Datum targets may be used to establish a datum reference frame. This occurs because of manufacturing or
fixturing concerns or part surface irregularities. Examples of this application might be castings, forgings, sheet
metal parts, plastic parts and weldments.
/

H

3

2

1

L

H

P

H L
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This is an example of a verification or set – up fixture illustrating the datum target concept. The datum reference
frame is established by three target areas on the primary feature A, two target lines on datum B, and one target
point on datum feature C.
/

A, B C

B

0.480

C

A
0.250
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ROUND PART WITH SLOT /

The part below mounts on the right hand face, the pilot and the key. These features are identified as datum
features and are related to each other by the perpendicularity and position tolerances. The holes and outside
contour have been related to the datum features by the position and profile tolerances. The .060 profile tolerance
on the outside contour controls size, form, location and orientation.
/

0.060

The functional gage or boundaries shown below reflect the geometric controls above. Since the features and
datums are all applied at MMC, all the features may shift and/or displace as long as they meet the requirements set
forth below.
/ MMC
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SAMPLE INSPECTION SET-UP FOR ROUND PART WITH SLOT
/

The illustration above is a sample open set-up inspection procedure for the verification of the round part in the
previous example.  Notice that the front face, datum feature A, is leveled or balanced with shims to make it
parallel with the angle plate. The virtual size of the pilot is centered and the part is anti-rotated with the slot to set
up the datum reference frame. All measurements are made from the origin point.
/ A

MMC

MMC

MMC
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This part can also be verified with a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The front face is leveled, the origin is
set at the pilot and the part is oriented by the slot.
/ CMM

Since the MMC modifier is referenced on the features and datum features, additional tolerance is available as the
datum features and features depart from virtual size.
/ MMC

The geometric tolerancing defines the product without defining the measurement procedure. All measurement
procedures have associated uncertainty or risk. Some procedures will have more risk than others. This is called
methods divergence. This part can also be verified with calipers to provide a rough check. The type of verification
procedure is defined in the measurement plan. The measurement plan is designed by the quality engineer with
knowledge of the manufacturing process.
/

DATUM FEATURES OF SIZE – EFFECT OF MODIFIERS/ -

A group of features may be controlled relative to a datum feature at MMC as shown below. Datum feature B at
MMC establishes the location of the axis of the datum reference frame (DRF) for the location of all the features.
As  datum  feature  B  departs  from  MMC,  its  axis  may  be  displaced  relative  to  the  datum  B  at  MMC  axis  in  a
diameter zone equal to the difference between the virtual size and the actual virtual size.
/

B DRF B
B

THIS ON THE DRAWING /
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The effect of a datum modifier is accommodated automatically in a functional gage as shown below. The datum
feature and the related features must fall within the appropriate tolerance zone. As the datum feature and related
features depart from their stated material condition they may displace and shift as long as they clear the virtual
size pins or remains within the profile tolerance zones. Notice that the datum modifier has no effect on the
relationship between the features. Unless otherwise stated there is an implied simultaneous requirement between
all the features and the datum features.
/

B B
0.004

B B

B

MMC
B

DRF
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If the produced part were to be evaluated using a CMM or open set-up inspection techniques the shift of the datum
feature may also have to taken into account. If inspection zeroed in on the datum feature and all the related
features checked good the part would pass inspection. If the part checked bad the zero or origin could be reset in a
diameter zone equal to the departure of the feature from its virtual size to its actual virtual size.
/

It is often explained that the features shift as a group, but in actuality it can be seen that the actual datum features
does the shifting or displacement relative to the group of related features. The datum shift can be easily calculated
with the paper gage concept or accommodated with functional gaging techniques.
/

DATUM FEATURES AT VIRTUAL CONDITION/

A virtual condition exists for a datum feature of size where its axis or center plane is controlled be a geometric
tolerance. In such cases, the datum feature applies at its virtual condition even though it is referenced at MMC or
LMC. Where a virtual condition equal to the maximum material condition or least material condition is required, a
zero tolerance at MMC or LMC is specified.
/

MMC LMC,
MMC LMC

SIMULTANEOUS REQUIREMENT/

The simultaneous requirement concept applies to both position and profile specifications. It does not apply to the
lower segment in a composite tolerance.
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/
 Multiple patterns of features, located by basic dimensions from common datum features of size, are considered a
single composite pattern if their respective feature control frames contain the same order of precedence with the
same material condition modifiers.
/

If such an interrelationship is not required between patterns of features, the notation SEP REQT is placed under
the feature control frame. This allows each pattern of features to shift and/or rotate independently about the
established datum reference frame.
/ SEP REQT

FUNCTIONAL GAGE OR 3D BUNDARIES ILLUSTRATING VIRTUAL SIZES FOR SIMULTANEOUS
REQUIREMENT/ 3D

The sample functional gage shown above will verify all the features at once. The gage is for illustration only, as
other methods could be used as well. In open set-up procedures, care should be taken when datum shift or feature
rotation is factored into the acceptance criteria. Remember, datum shift and rotation must be factored to all the
features as a group, rather than allowing each pattern of features to shift independently as the datum feature
departs from MMC.
/
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MMC .

FLATNESS/

Flatness is the condition of a surface having all elements in one plane. A flatness tolerance specifies a tolerance
zone defined by two parallel planes within which the surface must lie.
/

The surface must lie between two parallel planes .002 apart. In addition, the surface must be within the specified
limits of size or location.
/ 0.002

Flatness is a 3D tolerance. Flatness is a form tolerance and therefore datums are not allowed. Flatness is a surface
control so the modifiers MMC, LMC and RFS are not applicable.
/ 3D

MMC, LMC RFS

FLATNESS VERIFICATION/

0.002

0.74/0.760

0.002

0.002
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There are many ways to check a flatness specification. Some are better than others. Each method will give a
different answer. This is called methods divergence. As with verifications for any geometric tolerance, the method
or procedure used for verification will depend on many factors. How many parts are there to check? Is this the 1st

part produced or the 1000th? Is the tolerance well within the process capability? Are statistical process controls
being done? How tight is the tolerance? What kind of equipment is available? Is it an in-process check or a final
check? How big is the budget?
/

All of these factors and many more will have an effect on how the part is verified. The procedures for verification
should be recorded in a dimensional measurement plan and coordinated with anyone who is involved with the part.
/

The measurement techniques and procedures shown below are for illustration and background information. These
procedures are intended to assist the reader in understanding the concepts. In addition to the methods shown below,
a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) can also be used.
/

VERIFICATION METHODS FOR FLATNESS/

3
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STRAIGHTNESS – LINE ELEMENTS/ -

Straightness, line elements is a condition where an element of a surface is a straight line. The tolerance specifies a
zone within which the considered line element must lie. A straightness tolerance is applied in the view where the
elements to be controlled are represented by a straight line. Note the feature control frame is directed to the
surface.
/

Each longitudinal element of the surface must lie between two parallel lines .003 apart where the two lines and the
nominal axis of the part share a common plane. In addition, the feature must be within the specified limits of size
and the boundary of perfect form at MMC. Straightness, line elements will control waisted, barreled, and bent
shapes, it does not control taper.
/ 0.003

MEANS THIS

MMC

0.003

0.003
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Straightness, Line elements controls the longitudinal elements of the feature. Straightness is a form tolerance,
therefore datums are not allowed. Straightness, line elements is a surface control so the modifiers, MMC. LMC
and RFS are not applicable. Straightness, line elements is used to refine the size requirements and is always a
smaller value than the size tolerance.
/

MMC, LMC RFS

STRAIGHTNESS- AXIS/ -

Straightness of an axis is a condition where an axis is a straight line. The tolerance specifies zone within which the
derived median line of the feature must lie. This type of control is used where the size of the pin is important but
the part can “bow” or be bent beyond the perfect form limits of size. Note the feature control frame is associated
with the size tolerance of the feature.
/

0.407

1

MMC

0.03

MMC
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The derived median line of the feature’s actual local sizes must lie within a cylindrical tolerance zone of .030
diameter at MMC. As each local size departs from MMC, an increase in the local diameter of the tolerance
cylinder is allowed which is equal to the amount of such departure. Each circular element of the surface must be
within the specified limit of size.
/ 0.03

CIRCULARITY – ROUNDNESS/ -

Circularity is a condition of a surface where:
a. For a feature other than a sphere, all points of the surface intersected by any plane perpendicular to an axis are

equidistant from that axis.
b. For a sphere, all points of the surface intersected by any plane passing through a common center are

equidistant from that center.
/
a.
b.

Each circular element of the surface in a plane perpendicular to an axis must lie between two concentric circles,
one having a radius .002 larger than the other. In addition, the feature must be within the specified limits of size.
/ 0.002
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Circularity is a 2D tolerance; it controls circular elements only, not longitudinal elements. Circularity is a form
tolerance and therefore, datums are not allowed. Circularity is a surface control so the modifiers MMC, LMC and
RFS are not applicable. Circularity tolerance is used to refine the size requirements and is always less than the size
tolerance. (NOTE: circularity applied in a Free State condition can exceed the size tolerance as the perfect form
requirement of size is negated.) Examples of use: ball bearings, tubes, pipes and circular elements of tapered,
barreled or waisted parts such as nose or tail cones, seals etc.
/ 2D

MMC, LMC RFS

CYLINDRICITY /

Cylindricity is the condition of a surface of revolution in which all points of the surface are equidistant from a
common axis. The tolerance zone is two concentric cylinders within which the surface must lie.
/

0.002 0.004
MMC
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The cylindrical surface must lie between two concentric cylinders, on having a radius of .0002 larger than the
other. In addition, the feature must be within the specified limits of size.
/ 0.0002

Cylindricity is a 3D tolerance; it controls both the circular and longitudinal elements of the feature. It includes
circularity, straightness and taper. Cylindricity is a form tolerance, therefore datums are not allowed. Cylindricity
is a surface control so the modifiers MMC, LMC and RFS are not applicable. Cylindiricity tolerance is used to
refine the size requirements and is always a smaller value than the size tolerance. Examples of use: bearings as
shown above, bearing journals, cylinders etc. Cylindiricity can be compared to flatness wrapped around the
surface.
/ 3D

MMC,LMC RFS

0.0002 0.0004

MMC
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PARALLELISM-SURFACE/ -

Parallelism is the condition of a surface or center plane, equidistant at all points from a datum plane: or an axis,
equidistant along its length from one or more datum planes or a datum axis.
/

The surface must lie between two parallel planes .005 apart which are parallel to datum plane A. in addition, the
surface must be within the specified limits of size or profile.
/ 0.005 A

1.755
0.005

1.745-1.755

A

0.005

A
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The above parallelism specification is a surface control. The MMC, LMC and RFS modifiers are not applicable.
Parallelism tolerance applied to a plane surface also controls the flatness of that surface. Thus, if no flatness
tolerance is specified, the flatness tolerance will be at least as close as the parallelism requirement.
/  MMC, LMC RFS

PARALLELISM-TANGENT PLANE/ -

The tangent plane symbol can be applied to many of the geometric characteristics.  The tangent plane symbol is
shown below with a parallelism specification. A plane contacting the high points of the surface must lie within the
parallelism tolerance. The tangent plane application does not control flatness of the surface. If flatness of the
surface is of concern, a separate control must be specified.
/

The tangent plane must lie between two parallel planes .005 apart which are parallel to datum plane A. In addition,
the surface must be within the specified limits of size or profile.
/ 0.005 A

MEANS THIS
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ANGULARITY/

Angularity is the condition of a surface, center plane, or axis at a specified angle (other than 90 or 180) from a
DRF. The example below illustrates a surface located with a profile tolerance and then refined for orientation with
an angularity tolerance.
/ DRF 90 180

The surface must lie between two parallel planes .010 apart which are inclined at 30° to datum plane A. In
addition, the surface must also fall within the profile zone.
/ 0.010 A 30

A 0.005

A

A

0.005
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Angularity is a 3D tolerance. Angularity tolerance applied to a plane surface also controls the flatness of that
surface. The surface of the part  above is not controlled for rotation relative to the DRF. If  rotation is control is
necessary, additional datums (possibly the pattern of holes on the bottom surface) can be specified.
/ 3D

DRF

PERPENDICULARITY-SURFACE/ -

Perpendicularity is the condition of a surface, median plane or an axis at a right angle to datum plane(s) or axes.
/

The surface must lie between two parallel planes .005 apart. In addition, the feature must be within the limits of

A 30

0.01

A B

0.06

A 30 0.01
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size or location.
/ 0.005

Perpendicularity is a 3D tolerance. Perpendicularity tolerance applied to a plane surface also controls the flatness
of that surface. Thus, if no flatness is specified, the flatness tolerance will be at least as close as the
perpendicularity requirement.
/  3D

PERPENDICULARITY – ZERO TOLERANCING AT MMC -MMC

The two examples below represent two mating assemblies. Example#1 specifies a .002 at MMC perpendicularity
requirement. Example #2 specifies a zero perpendicularity at MMC requirement. Notice that example #2 provides
more tolerance (greater variation on size) while still maintaining the same virtual size as example #1. The zero
tolerancing concepts can be applied to other geometric tolerances as well.
/ 1 MMC 0.002 2 MMC

2 1

A

3

0.005

3

A 0.005
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EXAMPLE #1 – PERPENDICULARITY .002 DIA  AT MMC/ 1-MMC 0.002

EXAMPLE #2 – PERPENDICULARITY .000 DIA AT MMC/ 2-MMC 0

PROFILE OF A SURFACE – BILATERAL/ -

Profile tolerancing specifies a uniform boundary along the true profile within which the elements of the surface
must lie. It is used to control form or combinations of size, form and location. Profile tolerancing can be applied
on a bilateral, unilateral or unequal distribution basis. Below is shown the bilateral distribution. The feature
control frame arrow points directly at the surface.

LMC 0.004

0.002

1

LMC 0.004

0.004
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/

The tolerance zone established by the profile of a surface control is three dimensional, extending along the length
and width of the considered feature.
/

A B

0.006 0.003

A
B

3 0.006

0.003
DRF
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PROFILE OF A SURFACE – UNILATERAL & BILATERAL UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION
/ - &

Profile tolerancing can be applied equally or unequally about the true profile. If the leader arrow from the feature
control frame points directly at the surface the profile is equally distributed. If an unequal distribution is required
two arrows are used to define the width or direction of the tolerance zone.
/

THIS ON THE DRAWING

NOTE: TRUE PROFILE IS DEFINED BY BASIC DIMENSIONS/

In some cases, where it is not clear as to the type of profile or the direction of the tolerance zone displacement a

0.006

0.006 0.004
0.002

0.006
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note may be added under the feature control frame. The note may read UNILATERAL OUT, UNILATERAL IN
OR UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION. This method may be necessary when working with solid models, untoleranced
drawings, sheet metal parts or where the drawing specification is unclear.
/

COMPOSITE PROFILE – TWO DATUM FEATURES/ -

The upper entry on composite tolerancing controls location to the DRF. The lower entry on composite tolerancing
controls size/shape and orientation (perpendicularity, parallelism or angularity) to the DRF established by the
specified datums.
/ DRF /

DRF

0.020

DRF 0.001 DRF

A B DRF

A B

DRF.
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The composite tolerance specification above allows the .001 zone to “float “up and down and back and forth
within the confines allowed by the .020 zone. The .001 tolerance zone, however, may not tilt or rotate. The datums
in the lower entry control the orientation (parallelism/perpendicularity) of the .001 zone relative to the DRF
established by datum features A and B. the surface of the part must lie in both zones simultaneously and meet both
requirements.
/ 0.02 0.001 0.001

0.001 A B DRF /

PROFILE OF A LINE – BILATERAL/ -

The concepts for profile of a surface and profile of a line are identical, with the exception that profile of a surface
is three dimensional and profile of a line is two dimensional. Profile of a line is often used in conjunction with
profile of a surface as shown below.
/

Profile of a surface defines the shape or location of a feature, and profile of a line is used to refine the feature in
one direction, as in extruded parts. The line elements apply in the view in which the feature control frame is
directed.
/

ALL DIMENSIONS BASIC
A B
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Each line element of the surface must lie between two profile boundaries .006 apart in relation to the datum
reference frame. When used in conjunction with a size tolerance or a profile of a surface control, the surface must
also fall within these specified limits.
/ 0.006

POSITION TOLERANCING/

Position tolerancing is used for locating features of size. It defines a zone within which the axis of a feature is
permitted to vary from a true (theoretical exact) position. Basic dimensions establish the true position from the
specified datum features as well as the interrelationship between the features.
/

DRF 0.006

0.02

A B

0.006
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DRF
0.01

A,B C
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POSITION TOLERANCING

Position tolerancing related to datums controls location and orientation to the datums. In this case, the position
tolerancing controls the perpendicularity of the holes. The axes of the holes may shift or tilt as long as they lie
within the positional tolerance zones.
/

A,B C

0.01

4x 0.519

3D

A,B C
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Shown above is a sample functional gage that will verify the position call out. In addition, the size of the holes
must also be verified. This can be completed with a simple go-no go type gage. The functional gage is shown for
information only. Position can be verified with many other methods as well.
/

PROJECTED TOLERANCE ZONE APPLICATION/

All geometric tolerances applied to features extend for the full length and depth of the feature. In some cases it
may be necessary to “project” a tolerance zone. The projected tolerance zone concept will “project “a tolerance
zone out of the feature by a specified amount.
/

Where the direction of the projected tolerance zone is clear, only a symbolic call-out and height dimension is
specified in the feature control frame. Where the direction of the projected tolerance zone is not clear, the
symbolic call-out for the projected tolerance zone is still placed in the feature control frame following the feature
tolerance and any modifier. The dimensional height of the projected tolerance zone, however, is shown in the
drawing view with a heavy chain line that is drawn closely adjacent to the centerline of the hole.
/

.
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COMPOSITE TOLERANCING IS SPECIAL/

Composite tolerancing can be applied to both position and profile tolerancing. The position or profile symbol is
entered once and is applicable to both horizontal entries. Composite tolerancing has a different interpretation than
two single segmented feature control frames.
/

The upper segment on a position composite feature control frame controls location and orientation to the datums.
The lower segment on a position composite controls location between the features but only orients (not location)
the features to the specified datums.
/

In contrast, all single segmented position frames control both the location and orientation between the features as
well as the specified datums. Two single position segmented controls are interpreted simply as two position
requirements.
/

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A COMPOSITE TOLERANCE AND 2 SINGLE SEGMENTED FEATURE
CONTROL FRAMES/

RFS
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The difference between the terms location and orientation should be clear. Location locates features and is
associated with basic linear dimensions. It can also include orientation. Orientation, on the other hand, is not
associated with location or with basic linear dimensions, only basic angles. Orientation is usually thought of as
parallelism, perpendicularity or angularity. The composite concepts explained above apply to both position and
profile tolerances.
/

COMPOSITE POSITION TOLERANCING – 1 DATUM FEATURE/ -

Composite positional tolerancing is a special method of locating holes. The position symbol is entered once and is
applicable to both horizontal segments. In the example below, the upper segment locates and orients the holes to
each other and the specified datums. The lower entry locates the holes to each other and orients (in this case,
controls perpendicularity) the holes to the specified datums.
/
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0.03 PLTZF

FRTZF / PLTZF

0.01

FRTZF

A
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MMC
0.03

4 0.499

DRF .

A,B
C DRF

 MMC 0.01

DRF

A

4 0.519

A DRF

MMC MMC
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COMPOSITE POSITION TOLERANCING -2 DATUM FEATURES/ -

Composite position tolerancing can be applied with two datum features in the lower segment. In the example
below, the upper segment locates and orients the pattern of holes to the datums. The lower segment locates the
holes to each other and orients (in this case, perpendicular to A and parallel to B) the holes to the specified
datums.
/

A
B

DRF
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0.03 PLTZF

FRTZF PLTZF
FRTZF

0.01 FRTZF
A B

A,B,C DRF

MMC

0.03

DRF

4 0.499

DRF
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Note: if datum C were also entered in the lower segment, the interpretation would be the same. Since the lower
entry is orientation only to the DRF, datum A and B are enough to establish complete orientation. The addition of
datum C would be redundant. Since the MMC modifier was specified, additional positional tolerance is allowed
for both the pattern and hole to hole specification as the features depart from MMC.
/ C DRF A B

C MMC MMC

POSITION TOERANCING – 2 SINGLE SEGMENTED FRAMES/ -

In some cases, there may be a need to apply two single segmented position feature control frames to a feature. The
part below illustrates this application. Single segmented position frames simply control position and orientation to
the specified datums. Multiple single segmented frames may be used and datums are added or deleted as required.
/

A B
B

4 0.519

A B DRF
MMC 0.01

DRF
A B
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POSITION TOLERANCING – TWO SINGLE SEGMENTED FRAMES
/ -

0.03

0.01 0.03 B 0.01

0.01

0.01 DRF

B
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MMC
0.03

4 0.499
DRF

A B C

MMC
0.01

A B
DRF

B

A B
4 0.519

B

B
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NOTE: If datum C were also entered in the lower segment, there would be a conflict. Since both the upper and
lower segment are location to the datums, there would be no need for the larger tolerance in the upper segment of
the feature control frame. Since the MMC modifier is specified, additional positional tolerance is allowed for both
the upper and lower segment as the features depart from MMC.
/ C

MMC
MMC

POSITION – BOUNDARY/ -

Position may be used to locate irregular features. The term BOUNDARY is placed under the feature frame. Rather
than locating the axis or median plane of the feature, a virtual condition boundary is established. In the illustration
below a datum reference frame is established by the flat surface and the height and width. The profile tolerance on
the irregular opening defines the size, shape and orientation of the feature. The position boundary tolerance
defines a boundary in which no element of the feature may lie. The feature modifiers MMC or LMC may be
applied.
/

MMC LMC

4
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POSITION – BOUNDARY/ -

1 MMC

2

0.01

0.01
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The position boundary concept is a similar, but somewhat different, concept than the composite profile approach
to locating irregular features. Position boundary, when applied with MMC or LMC modifiers, defines only an
inner or outer boundary in which no element of the feature must lie. Composite profile establishes both an inner
and outer boundary in which the feature must lie.
/ MMC
LMC

CIRCULAR RUNOUT/

Circular runout is a two dimensional, surface to an axis control. The tolerance is applied independently at each
circular cross section. When applied to a surface constructed around a datum axis, circular runout will control
cumulative variations of circularity and coaxiality. Unlike total runout, it does not control taper.
/

MMC A B C DRF MMC
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The circular runout specification may be verified with a dial indicator, CMM or by other methods. If a dial
indicator is used, each circular cross section of the surface must lie within the specified runout tolerance (.004 full
indicator movement) when the part is rotated 360 degrees about the datum axis. The indicator is reset at every
location along the surface in a position normal to the true geometric shape. The feature must also be within the
limits of size.
/ 360

0.004

TOTAL RUNOUT/

Total runout is a three dimensional, surface to an axis control. Total runout provides a composite control of all
surface elements. When applied to a surface constructed around a datum axis, total tunout will control the
cumulative variations of circularity, straightness, coaxiality, angularity, taper and variations in the surface.
/

V A

2D

0.004

FIM

1.000/1.004

0.004 A
1.008 0.996
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The total runout specification may be verified with a dial indicator, CMM or by other methods. If a dial indicator
is used, the entire surface must lie within the specified runout tolerance (.004 full indicator movement) when the
part is rotated 360 degrees about the datum axis. The indicator is placed at every location along the surface in a
position normal to the true geometric shape without a reset of the indicator. The feature must also be within the
limits of size.
/ 360

0.004

RUNOUT – APPLICATION TO SURFACES AT RIGHT ANGLES -

Both total runout and circular runout may be applied to surfaces constructed at right angles to a datum axis as
shown below. Total and circular runout are a refinement of size and location tolerances. Total runout and
perpendicularity will provide identical results and can be used interchangeably. Circular runout is a 2D
specification and controls circular elements. The surface may be convex or concave within the size or location
tolerance.
/

2

V

A

3D

0.004

1.000/1.004

0.004 A 1.008 0.996
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The total and circular runout specifications may be verified with a dial indicator, CMM or by other methods. If a
dial indicator is used the specified surface and circular elements must lie within the specified runout tolerance
when the part is rotated 360 degrees around the datum axis. In addition, the surfaces must be within the limits of
size or location.
/

360

3D

0.003 FIM

2D

0.005 FIM
A
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POSITON COAXIAL FEATURES/

Position for coaxial features is a three dimensional, axis to axis control. It defines a cylindrical zone within which
the axis of the mating size of the feature must lie. When applied to a feature constructed around a datum axis,
position controls orientation and location. It has no effect on size, form or variations in the surface. If required, the
MMC, LMC or RFS modifier may be applied to the features as well as the datum feature.
/

MMC LMC RFS

The coaxial position specification may be verified with a dial indicator, CMM or by other methods. If a dial
indicator is used, and the full indicator reading does not exceed .004, the part is good. If the full indicator reading
exceeds .004, there is a possibility that the part is still good, the reason for this is, as an indicator rides on the
surface, it inadvertently reports a composite error of position, surface variation and form errors (ovality). Since

.

V

A

3D

1.000/1.004 0.004

A 1.008 0.996
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position is only an axis to axis control,  surface variations are not included in the requirement.  A ‘mapping’ and
further evaluation of the surface variations are not included in the requirement. A ‘mapping’ and further evaluation
of the surface might be required to accept features beyond be .004 full indicator movement.
/
0.004 0.004

.

0.004

CONCENTRICITY/

Concentricity is a three dimensional, opposed median points to an axis control. Concentricity will control location
and can have some effect on the form and orientation of a feature. It will not control the form of perfectly oval
parts but may have an impact on irregular or ‘D’ shapped features.
/

‘D’

The application of concentricity is complex and rare. If a coaxial relationship is required between features the user
should consider position, runout or profile tolerances.
/
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The concentricity specification may be verified with dial indicators, a CMM or by other methods. If dial
indicators are used, two diametrically opposed, mastered indicators are placed on either side of the feature and
positioned and rotated about the datum axis.
/

CAUTION: at present the ISO standards do not recognize the unique interpretation of concentricity and
symmetry as defined in the ASME Y14.5M, 1994 standard. The concentricity and symmetry characteristics in ISO
have the same interpretations as the position characteristic in the ASME Y 14.5M, 1994 standard.
/ ISO ASME Y14.5M 1994 ASMEY14.5
1994 ISO

PROFILE OF A SURFACE – SURFACE TO AXIS CONTROL/ -

Profile of a surface for coaxial features is a three dimensional surface to an axis control. It defines a zone of
tolerance (.006 wide on each side) that lies between two concentric cylinders that are equally disposed about a
basic diameter. When applied to a surface constructed around a datum axis, profile of a surface will control
cumulative variations of size, circularity, straightness, coaxiality, angularity, taper and variations in the surface.
/ 0.006

V

A

3D

1.000/1.004

0.004

A

1.008 0.996
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The profile of a surface specification may be verified with a dial indicator, CMM or other methods. If a dial
indicator is used, the indicator is ‘mastered’ or set at the basic diameter of 1.002. The entire surface, including the
size of the feature, must lie within the specified profile tolerance (.006 full indicator movement) when the part
rotated 360degrees about the datum axis. The indicator is placed at every location along the surface in a position
normal to the true geometric shape without a reset of the indicator. The size of the feature is contained within the
profile tolerance.
/

1.002 360
0.006

V

A

3D

1.002

1.008 0.996

A

1.008 0.996
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SYMMETRY/

Symmetry is a condition where the median points of all opposed elements of a feature are congruent with the axis
or center plane of a datum feature. Symmetry is the same concept as concentricity except that it is applied to non-
cylindrical feature. Symmetry differs from position in that it controls opposing points (derived median plane)
where as position controls the center plane of the actual mating envelope. The application of symmetry is rare and
is commonly misused. Irregularities in the form of an actual feature may make it difficult to establish the location
of a feature’s median points. Therefore, unless there is a definite need for the control of features median points, it
is recommended that a control of position or profile be used.
/

NOTE: symmetry in ISO standards is not interpreted as shown below. Symmetry in ISO standards is interpreted
the same as position.
/ ISO ISO

A.

0.005
0.005

A

A
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Within the limits of size and regardless of feature size, all median points of opposed elements of the feature must
lie within two parallel planes .005 apart. The two parallel planes are equally disposed about datum plane A. the
specified tolerance and the datum reference can only apply on an RFS basis.
/ 0.005

A RFS.

POSITION – NON – CYLINDRICAL FEATURE/ -

The fundamental principles of position tolerancing can be applied to noncylindrical features such as slots and tabs.
A position tolerance is shown below locating the center plane of a tab. The tolerance value represents a distance
between two parallel planes. This tolerance zone also defines the limits within which variation in attitude or
orientation must be confined.
/

The tolerance on the feature and datum reference below is applied on an RFS basis. If desired the tolerance could
also have been applied on a MMC and/or LMC basis as well. In this case, additional tolerance is available as the
feature and datum feature depart from the specified material condition.
/ RFS . MMC / LMC

.
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The center plane of the actual mating envelope of the feature must lie between two parallel planes .005 apart
which are equally disposed about the center plane of datum feature A.
/ 0.005

A

INNER AND OUTER BOUNDARIES MMC CONCEPT – INTERNAL/EXTERNAL
/ MMC - /

Graphical representations of the inner and outer boundary and the virtual and resultant condition for the MMC
concept are shown below. These are important tools to understand and evaluate the ‘worst case ‘boundaries of a
feature after geometric tolerancing has been applied. The technical definitions of the terms are shown below.
/MMC

0.005
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INNER BOUNDARY – (IB) A worst case boundary generated by the smallest feature (MMC for an internal
feature and LMC for an external feature) minus the stated geometric tolerance and any additional geometric
tolerance (if applicable) from the feature’s departure from its specified material condition.
/ - IB ( MMC  LMC)

,

OUTER BOUNDARY – (OB) A worst case boundary generated by the largest feature (LMC for an internal
feature and MMC for an external feature) plus the stated geometric tolerance and any additional geometric
tolerance (if applicable) from the feature’s departure from its specified material condition.
/ - OB LMC MMC

INNER AND OUTER BOUNDARIES LMC CONCEPT – INTERNAL/EXTERNAL
/ LMC - /

IB IB

4

LMC

OB OB

4
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Graphical representations of the inner and outer boundary and the virtual and resultant condition for the LMC
concept are shown below. These are important tools to understand and evaluate the ‘worst case’ boundaries of a
feature after geometric tolerancing has been applied. The technical definitions of the terms are shown below.
/ LMC

The terms, virtual and resultant condition apply only to the MMC and LMC concept.
The IB and OB concept applies to all geometric tolerances.
/ MMC LMC
IB OB

VIRTUAL CONDITION – ( VC) A constant boundary generated by the collective effect of a size feature’s
specified MMC or LMC material condition and the geometric tolerance for that material condition.
/ - VC - MMC LMC

RESULTANT CONDITION (RC) - A variable boundary generated by the effects of a size feature’s specified
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MMC or LMC material condition, the geometric tolerance for that material condition, the size tolerance, and the
additional geometric tolerance derived from the feature’s departure from its specified material condition.
/ RC - MMC LMC

GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC OVERVIEW/

DATUMS TYPE OF

TOLERANCE

/

CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL 2D OR 3D

STRAIGHTNESS( LINE ELEMENT) 2D

STRAIGHNESS (AXIS OR MEDIAN

PLANE)

3D

FLATNESS 3D

CIRCULARITY(ROUNDNESS) 2D

DATUMS NOT

ALLOWED

FORM

CYLINDRICITY 3D

ANGULARITY 3D(SEE NOTE 3)

PERPENDICULARITY 3D(SEE NOTE 3)

ORIENTATION

PARALLELISM 3D(SEE NOTE 3)

CIRCULAR RUNOUT 2D

DATUMS

REQUIRED

RUNOUT(SEE NOTE

1)

1 TOTAL RUNOUT 3D

PROFILE OF A LINE 2DPROFILE

(LOCATION OF

SURFACES) PROFILE OF A SURFACE 3D

POSITION 3D

CONCENTRICTITY 3D

DATUMS

REQUIRED (SEE

NOTE 2)

2 LOCATION OF

FEATURES OF SIZE

SYMMETRY 3D

NOTE:
1. CAN CONTROL FORM, ORIENTATION AND LOCATION.
2. THERE ARE SPECIAL CASES WHERE POSITION AND PROFILE MAY NOT REQUIRE DATUMS
3. THESE CHARACTERISTICS CAN BE MADE 2D BY WRITING ‘LINE ELEMENTS’ UNDER THE
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FEATURE CONTROL FRAME.
4. THESE CHARACTERISTICS CONTROL OPPOSING MEDIAN POINTS.

1
2
3 2D
4
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC OVERVIEW CONTINUED/

CONTROLS/

AXIS OR

MEDIAN

PLANE

SURFACE

/

APPLICABLITY OF

FEATURE MODIFIERS

/

APPLICABILITY OF

DATUM MODIFIERS

/

COMMON SHAPES OF

TOLERANCE ZONE

/

X NO N/A PARALLEL LINES/

X YES N/A CYLINDRICAL

PARALLEL PLANES

X NO N/A PARALLEL

X NO N/A CONCENTRIC CIRCLES

/

X NO N/A CONCENTRIC

CYLINDERS

X X YES IF SIZE FEATURES

/

YES IF SIZE FEATURES PARALLEL PLANES

CYLINDRICAL

/

X X YES IF SIZE FEATURES YES IF SIZE FEATURES PARALLEL PLANES

CYLINDRICAL

X X YES IF SIZE FEATURES YES IF SIZE FEATURES PARALLEL PLANES

CYLINDRICAL

X NO NO CONCENTRIC CIRCLES

CIRCULAR ELEMENTS

X NO NO CONCENTRIC

CYLINDERS PARALLEL

PLANES

X NO YES IF SIZE FEATURES 2D  PROFILE  LINE

BOUNDARIES

X NO YES IF SIZE FEATURES 3D PROFILE SURFACE

BOUNDARIES

X YES YES IF SIZE FEATURES CYLINDRICAL,

BOUNDARY PARALLEL

PLANES

SEE NOTE 4 NO NO CYLINDRICAL

SEE NOTE 4 NO NO PARALLEL PLANES
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POSITION – HOLE VERIFICATION AT MMC/ -MMC

MMC
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